NYU Law Supports Baby Blue

We are students, faculty, and other members of the New York University School of Law community who believe justice belongs to all people.

We support the free system of legal citation known as "Baby Blue" brought to the world by our own NYU Law professor Christopher Sprigman, open-source activist Carl Malamud, and fellow students at NYU. In the words of Prof. Sprigman:

"Every person, including every poor person, should be able to cite the law. Imprisoned litigants, pro se litigants, legal clinics, small law firms and solo practitioners — all of them need better access to our system of legal citation if the law is to work for them and for their clients. And that means free access."

We, the undersigned, support Baby Blue and zealously support access to justice for all people.

Julie Amadeo
Laura Arango
Manny Antunes
Asmaa Awad-Farid
Matt Barnett
Jahnavi Bhaskar
Thomas Bird
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E. R. Moore
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Meghna Philip
Alice Phillips*
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Clara Potter
Julian Pymento
Samuel Rackear
Falon Rainer
Brett Rose
Amy Rosenthal
Alexa Rozell*
Kaitlyn Schaeffer
Sam Schoenbourg*
Danielle Schulweis
Caleb Seeley*
Jay Shooster
Ryan Sila
Genna Sinel
Jonaki Singh
Peter Speelman
Sean Stefanik*
Daryl Steiger
Alexander Stillman
Heather Stoloff
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Margaret Sun
Leslie Teng
Alice Thai
Sarah Thompson
Matthew Tieman
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Are you an editor of the NYU Law Review? (OPTIONAL)
If so, please indicate if we may place a * by your name to indicate your membership.

☐ Yes
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1VlzSFO6lCDebCMnlIBgqLoypKOPXjDfzKH3yQTx4-M/viewform